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1. The subject and aim of the thesis 
 
 The dual function of the language i.e. reflection of the varying 
reality and retention of traditions creates the balance of stability and 
change during the historical evolution.  
 
This complicated process can be examined on the textual level quite 
exactly if we choose a text type functionally traditional (thus ensuring 
the “inheritance” of the text through historical periods) though altering 
due to linguistic changes.  
 
The textual form of the archaic, magical prayers, incantations, 
blessings and imprecations living to this day answer to the criteria set 
out above.  

Immediately emerges the question: is it possible to analyse 
textually these continuously changing folkloric texts? How to confine 
the research’s subject of this huge material? 
 
This thesis is to:  

a) define a type of text and/or genre from the heterogeneous 
material, 

b) descript the macrostructure of the texts already confined 
according to section a, 

c) state that from the folkloric research’s point of view which is 
applicable in a linguistic research,  

d) analyse in details the microstructure of a corpus limited to 
forty-one pieces, observe the texts’ characteristics during the 
process of “inheritance”, 

e) answer the question of change in genre and text type (which 
characteristics to preserve to let the original speakers’ aim 
predominate) 

  
My research is a linguistic one, therefore does not tackle folkloric 
questions. Due to the heterogeneous noting, no dialectical 
examination is possible, thus the territorial partition is being 
ignored. 

  
 
 
 

Thus these texts can be also qualified as magical prayers a 
definition suggested by LOVÁSZ IRÉN (Az imádkozásról: „Nyisd meg 
uram…” Szerk. BARNA GÁBOR. Bp., 2001. 23), though there function 
somewhat differs from the texts examined by her, as the practical role 
is to cure the body and not the soul. The disappearance of the narrative 
results the change in genre and text type. 

 The structure of the magical prayer built up of two text parts 
has been basically preserved to this day. The opening picture and the 
figure of the sacred person is unvarying. Only the micro structural 
analysis shows changes: the number of syntactic units within each 
sentences reduces, some text parts might disappear (i.e. part of the 
dialogue), the proportion of the coordinate clauses increases. The 
effect of the personal contribution emerges best in the incantation, the 
most secret part. 
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the consideration of supposed communications circumstances and 
pragmatic definiteness (GALLASY MAGDOLNA. Szövegtörténet: 
Magyar Nyelvtörténet Szerk. KISS JENŐ–PUSZTAI FERENC. Bp., 2003. 
268-276). 

It is inevitable to describe and analyse the linguistic form of 
these texts even in folkloric studies, many examples can be found in 
technical literature (ERDÉLYI and PÓCS  both discuss this question in 
the introductory essay of their volumes). There are two methods 
bringing new aspects, I would like to mention: LOVÁSZ IRÉN 
interpreting folkloric prayers as form of sacral communication and 
defining their genres according to the Saerle-classification (Szakrális 
kommunikáció. Bp., 2002); TÁNCZOS VILMOS examining the 
archetypical pictures appearing at the beginning of prayers as text units 
(Eleven ostya, szép virág. Csíkszereda, 2000). 
 
 
4. The method of research 
 
 In order to carry out a linguistic analysis, the research material 
has to be defined by the definition of the genre and/or text type. The 
genre is related to the world concern and the system of beliefs being 
apparently tied to the casual communications situation. In this special 
situation the magical and religious relations appear simultaneously and 
can be shown by describing the macro structural characteristics of the 
text interpretable as ‘spoken act’. This type consists of two parts: 
incantation related to the sacred person and incantation to solve the 
actual situation. 
 The first part – in folkloristic called motive as re-emerging – 
can be linguistically described as the narrative’s unit equivalent to one 
paragraph. The second part of the narrative is the narrated incantation 
itself, in certain cases dialogically repeating the commencing picture. 
The re-emerging figure of sacred persons can also be interpreted as a 
motive. The second part is imperative, often cannot be divided from 
the narrated incantation. 
 During the detailed textual analysis I worked on the basis of 
the textual sentence definition by DEME LÁSZLÓ (see A beszéd és a  

 
 
 
nyelv. Bp., 1984: 91) when describing the microstructure of the texts 
as the connection between sentences became very important due to the 
volume of the texts. 
I observed the role of syntactic structures, the connections between 
sentences on grammatical and semantic level, the network of subjects 
and the keywords.  
 
5. The build of the thesis 
 
 In the introductory chapters, the explanation of the text-
selection method is followed by a short historical survey of the 
folkloric prayers’ and incantations’ gathering. In the latter, I do not 
attempt to give a whole picture as TAKÁCS GYÖRGY in his introductory 
essay of “Aranykertbe’ aranyfa” (Bp., 2001. 7-25) already gave a full 
description, but the main points, especially the ones bringing change in 
research methods are mentioned. I discuss separately ethnographic 
researches’ and gatherings’ observations concerning folkloric prayers 
and incantations.  
 In the next structural unit I am examining the question of the 
linguistic approach to folkloric texts; can they possibly be subject of a 
historical textual analysis. In order to define the text material of the 
research I attempt to describe the genre and the text type (not identical 
though tightly related to the genre) of the epic prayers. 
 In the sample thus defined I examine the macro structural 
build of the texts. I emphasise the role of the motive, its relation to the 
communication situation and the function, its trans-textual and             
text-structural impact. In order to do that, I survey the possible 
interpretations of the motive’s definition. I do a little sidetrack to the 
territory of psycholinguistics as the change in the prayers’ structure can 
be observed through the examination method of memorial functions. 

Texts related to the communication situation of a concrete 
illness (wrench, foot ache) thus to the motive of the Stumbling 
horse/ass (definition by PÓCS ÉVA) describing a departing accident are 
the subject of the detailed micro structural analysis. 
 The method of the detailed textual analysis is to divide the 
texts to sentences, which might be hard – though very useful when it  
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came to the text parts’ analysis – in case of folkloric prayers remaining 
in unwritten tradition. I describe the prayers’ structure and the changes 
occurring in it (also the possibility of a change in genre or type) by 
observing the connection, organization and the contextual, logical and 
grammatical relations between the sentences. 
 The coherence arising from the communication situation plays 
an important role in the subsistence and creation of the texts, that 
makes possible to build in “official” prayers enhancing the religious 
feeling.                                       
 
6. Results 
  
 The aim was to present a certain method of analysis by 
examining the text material of archaic folk prayers and incantations 
where the role of inheritance and preservation is very strong, therefore 
the subsistence of a text can be followed through different language 
historical periods. 
 According to the hypothesis of my dissertation, the historical 
textual analysis of folkloric texts can be done by describing the text 
types created in the actual communication situation. Thus, I chose the 
incantations and archaic folk prayers used in the situation of curing 
illnesses which consist of two part texts. One part is narrating the story 
and the incantation presenting a saint to creates the sacral frame, while 
the second part solves the actual communication situation by using the 
incantation.  

The characteristic active component of the communication 
situation is shown as a motive in the first picture. The picture of 
departing related to the archetypes wandering/walk of life creates a 
trans-textual connection between the texts. There is another connection 
in between texts I have chosen:  the occurrence of one concrete 
accident (foot wrench) as a motive. The appearance of the sacred 
person (most of the times Jesus) can also be interpreted as a motive as 
when loosing the sacrality, text becomes empty. 

 The religious-magical relation apparent in the text type can 
serve as starting point to define the genre. The narrative of the sacred 
person signals the creation of  the religious relation (intervener) while 
the incantation shows the creation of the magical relation (turning 
directly towards the phenomenon to be influenced).  
 

 
2. Choosing the text material for my research 
  
 In case of a communications situation differing from the 
everyday language use, where the faith in spoken word, belief or 
magical deed is typical, different text types (prayer, incantation, 
blessing, imprecation) can appear. The simple ordering forms 
(blessing, imprecation) based on their linguistic structure – built of one 
or two sentences – and their obvious magical function – speaker 
turning directly to the phenomenon and does not look for a 
transcendent intervener – can be easily defined, so I excluded them 
from my research.  
 I have chosen the examination material from the texts named 
‘archaic folk prayers’ by ERDÉLYI ZSUZSANNA (Hegyet hágék… 1999. 
Pozsony, 18), and ‘incantations’ named by PÓCS ÉVA (Hungarian 
incantations I. 1985. Bp., 14.). My point is to examine the process of 
inheritance. As PÓCS ÉVA in Hungarian incantations vol. II. tried to 
chart the gatherings from the earliest noted – processing also 
ERDÉLYI’S material –, and in her systematization gave a separate 
chapter to the so-called epic incantations (1986. Bp., 429-553),  I 
examined this material consisting of 326 texts from the above 
described aspects. Detailed micro structural analysis has been made of 
41 texts.. 

Practical function of these texts (without exception) is to cure 
illness by the power of word. 
 
 
3. The theoretical basis of the  research 
  

The linguistic researches describe the linguistic state and 
show the ways of inheritance of certain ages by the phonetic, 
morphological and syntactic analysis of the remaining texts. The 
demand of having a relic as subject of linguistic analysis is kind of new 
in Hungarian language history (1995), though in descriptive linguistics  
syntactic researches have been broaden to textual analysis from the 
second half of the seventies. The first historical approaches used the 
text grammatical method (KÁROLY SÁNDOR. Kései ómagyar kori 
emlékek szöveggrammatikája. TNyT. Bp., 1995. 761-834), the later 
researches intend to show the change in old texts’ characteristics with



                                                                            

 


